
 

 

SAUNA COVER LIMITED WARRANTY 
 
10 YEAR LIMITED FABRIC WARRANTY – SIDES OF COVER 
 
The canvas used to make the sides of your cover is 100% Sauleda © Marine Canvas.  The Sauleda © Marine Canvas is 
warranted by the manufacturer for ten years for the following:  
 
1.  Color Fastness 
2.  Fabric Integrity 
3.  Mildew Resistance 
 
If any of these problems should occur, the manufacturer Sauleda © Marine Canvas (after examination of the fabric) will 
replace the same amount of the canvas that is damaged on the sauna cover.  This benefit applies to the original end user 
only.  It does not cover the cost of labor, except during the first year.  Any labor for replacement of material after the first 
year shall be charged additionally by SaunaCovers.com.   
 
5 YEAR LIMITED FABRIC WARRANTY – ROOF OF COVER 
 
The canvas used to make the roof of your cover is 100% Aqualon acrylic canvas.  The Aqualon Canvas is warranted by the 
manufacturer for five years for the following:  
 
1.  Color Fastness 
2.  Fabric Integrity 
3.  Mildew Resistance 
 
If any of these problems should occur, the manufacturer Aqualon (after examination of the fabric) will replace the same 
amount of the canvas that is damaged on the sauna cover.  This benefit applies to the original end user only.  It does not, 
cover the cost of labor, except during the first year.  Any labor for replacement of material after the first year shall be 
charged additionally by SaunaCovers.com.   
 
WARRANTY INVALIDATION 
 
NOT covered under this warranty are the following: 
 
1.  Any misuse or mishandling by the end user or dealer; 
2.  Shipping damage; 
3.  Damage caused by animals, birds, etc.; 
4.  Falling or hanging objects such as trees, hanging plants, roof debris, or any object coming in contact with the   
     Canvas; 
5.  Acts of God: Wind, rain, snow, hail, earthquake, flood, or any damage caused by nature or smog; 
6.  Water leakage through the seams; or 
7.  Riots, civil disturbances or acts of others 
 
CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS 
  
Sauleda © Marine Canvas –  Use one cup of non-soap detergent per gallon of water.  Wet the surface and apply 
solution with a soft brush and scrub gently.  Do not use bleach.   
 
AQUALON –  Use a mild soap solution (such as Ivory) rinse thoroughly with clear water.  Do not use bleach.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 

All sauna covers manufactured by SaunaCovers.com are covered by a limited products warranty for a period of one (1) year from the date of original purchase.  
This warranty covers SaunaCovers.com sauna cover hardware, but does not include the sauna fabric.  SaunaCovers.com warrants to the original purchaser that 
the cover shall be free from defects in material and workmanship for as long as this warranty remains in effect.  Under this limited products warranty, 
SaunaCovers.com agrees to repair at our facility (or replace free (at our option)) any hardware or component part, not including labor costs, but not shipping 
costs. 
 
This is SaunaCovers.com entire limited liability product warranty are the customer's sole and exclusive remedies in lieu of all others.  This limited products 
warranty applies under conditions of normal non-commercial use, but does not apply to defects that result from: damage due to faulty installation; use or 
misuse for which the product was not intended; or improper maintenance; or unauthorized repairs made or attempted by non SaunaCovers.com authorized 
individuals; or failure by the customer to perform periodic maintenance. 
 
SaunaCovers.com is not liable for damage done to any structure to which the sauna cover is attached, or to property above or near the sauna cover.  This 
limited products warranty does not cover any damage to a structure caused by acts of nature such as acts of God, ice, snow, rain, excessively high winds, 
vandalism, neglect, fire, use of which the sauna cover was not intended, weights or loads allowed to accumulate or normal wear and tear from use.  This limited 
products warranty is in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.  
SaunaCovers.com will not be liable for any consequential or incidental damages, including but not limited to general, special, indirect, incidental, consequential, 
aggravated, punitive or exemplary and economic loss.  
 
ALL Sauleda © Marine Canvas used in the manufacture and the cover is covered by the Sauleda Fabric Warranty which is a ten (10) year limited warranty from 
the original purchase date.  If the material is defective within the limited warranty period provided by the manufacturer of the fabric the Buyer should return 
the item to SaunaCovers.com for submission of the item to Sauleda for fabric replacement.  Sauleda will replace the fabric at no cost during years one through 
seven.  During year eight, Sauleda will replace the fabric at the then current-selling price less a 50% discount.  During the 9th year, Sauleda will replace the fabric 
at the then current-selling price less a 25% discount.  During the 10th year, Sauleda will replace the fabric at the then current-selling price less a 15% discount.  
This part of the limited products warranty covers the Sauleda fabric owner.  It does NOT cover shipping, installation, or any manufacturing of the product, which 
is the sole and exclusive expense of the Buyer.  
 
The Sauna Cover Tops (roof) material is constructed with Aqualon.  The Aqualon Fabric Limited Warranty has a five (5) year, limited warranty from the original 
purchase date.  
 
Aqualon is a high performance fabric for boat covers, enclosures and tops.  The top side of Aqualon is coated with a durable pigmented vinyl resin that will not 
rub off.  The top side coating also resists cracking, peeling, hardening, fading and resists mildew, rot and UV rays.  The underside is finished with a clear, 
durable and water resistant finish. Aqualon is tough yet flexible for fabrication and handling as a cover.  All backed by Aqualon’s five (5) year limited warranty.  
  
Buyer is responsible for all freight, labor and additional costs of reinstallation.  SaunaCovers.com shall have no obligation to inspect or replace any item for 
which proof of purchase can not be provided or for any product that was not used as intended when manufactured.   
 
Returns for repairs or replacement: No returns will be accepted without prior written authorization by SaunaCovers.com.  A “Return Authorization” issued by 
SaunaCovers.com must accompany all returns, and all unauthorized returns will be refused.  The return shipment is to be freight prepaid by Buyer, and under no 
circumstances shall the Buyer deduct the value of returned merchandise or the freight from any remittance due to SaunaCovers.com. 
 
WARRANTY IS VOID IF THE SAUNA COVER IS USED FOR COMMERCIALL PURPOSES OR IS NOT REGULARLY MAINTAINED, CLEANED AND USED FOR THE 
PURPOSE INTENDED. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


